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Pattern Maker /Technologist (Apparel)  
Quality Assurance Department  

Responsibilities  

 Perform pattern adjustment in pattern software (Accumark) 
 Turn style pattern into block pattern 
 Create style pattern from block pattern if required 
 Manage e-pattern library (and hard pattern) and digitize approved pattern 
 Regularly review pattern requirements with Senior Fit Engineers and improve block pattern and/or 

style pattern from vendor 
 Assist Fit Engineers with any pattern improvement and adjustments 
 Verify correct block usage and graded nest pattern of running projects with Asian vendor base  
 Close working relationship with German headquarter patternmaker to develop block pattern library 

across Ladies wear, menswear and kids causal wear 

Requirements 

 Diploma in Patternmaking, Garment Manufacturing, Garment Technology or similar 
 2 years hands on experience with pattern making in 2D CAD software  
 Highly skilled computer skills in 2D CAD Software (Gerber Accumark or similar)  
 3D virtual development experience is a plus  
 Open minded, flexible and open for new technologies 
 Good computer skills (MS Office, Outlook, PLM)  
 Good command of English and Chinese is a must 

We offer attractive remuneration package including 5-day week, flexible working hour, work from home, 
double pay, discretionary bonus, medical, life & dental insurance, competitive annual leave, etc. Interested 
parties, please send your CV with expected salary and availability to hr@tchibo.com.hk .  

Company Background 
Tchibo Merchandising Hong Kong LP (www.tchibo.com.hk) is a sourcing, procurement and quality service 
company of Tchibo GmbH, Germany for consumer goods and apparel covering the Asia region. 

Tchibo Merchandising Hong Kong LP provides sourcing, procurement and quality services and covers a 
wide range of non-food products in most consumer goods and apparel categories. Products range, for 
example, from simple egg spoons to highly complex automatic coffee machines or, in the apparel 
category, from simple knitted T-shirts to fashionable lingerie or advanced ski and sportswear. 

Tchibo Merchandising Hong Kong LP is centrally organised and with its Hong Kong and Bangladesh teams 
operates throughout the entire Asia region covering 12 major sourcing markets - such as China, 
Bangladesh, Vietnam, Cambodia - and runs 6 own quality control inspection centres throughout the 
region. 

The dynamic teams with local and international backgrounds consist of merchandising, quality and 
engineering experts and other specialists in areas such as compliance & sustainability, creative product 
sourcing, fabric development and packaging. 

Office Location 
7/F, Tower 1, The Gateway, 25 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong 

 

 

 


